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ternal gravity waves propagating in a more general vertical stratification. Some recent laboratory experiments have focused on such waves in a two layer flow, but they lack instantaneous 3D interface elevation measurements, the interface height being retrieved either from local probes [17, 20] or from a vertical plane intersecting the interface [18] . In the present study, an optical stereoscopic technique is deployed to measure an instantaneous field of the elevation of an interface located between two layer of fluid. Stereoscopic techniques have been widely used to measure surface elevation in free surface flows [4, 7, 9, 10, 14] . The technique is based on the determination of the position of different points, in the laboratory frame of reference, via their imaged positions in the image planes of two separate cameras. The three-dimensional position of these points at different times thus yields quantitative information on the evolution of the free surface. However tracking an interface is less straightforward as particles are spread vertically over the nonzero interface thickness. The main part of the algorithm used here was previously developed for the quantification of the sand bed evolution in the swash zone of a beach in a large-scale lab experiment [1] . In this previous study, dots aligned on a regular grid were projected on the beach. The center of the image dots on each camera plane were thus easily extracted and matched for 3D reconstruction. Here, the algorithm is extended to the case of random patterns using a cross-correlation technique in order to measure an interface randomly seeded with particles. This method give access, for the first time, to the full wave field induced by an obstacle towed on top of the upper layer of two layer of comparable depth in a large-scale lab experiment (Fig. 1) . These experiments were inspired by recent theoretical works [16, 17, 11] predicting the wave structure in similar flows where dispersive effects dominate over dissipative effects, as in many geophysical situations. Under certain conditions, for example when the flow speed is close to the gravity waves speed, these results lead to different predictions than previous work in the non-dispersive limit (e.g. [27, 15] ). In section 2, the experimental set-up is presented, in particular a detailed description of the measurement technique and the associated validation. Section 3 is devoted to the gravity waves analysis. Finally, a discussion on the obtained results is proposed is section 4. The experiments are performed in the large stratified water flume at the geophysical fluid mechanics laboratory of CNRM-GAME in Toulouse. The flume is used here as a 22 m long, 3 m wide and 1 m high towing tank. The tank is filled with a stratified two-layer fluid made of saline water with two different concentrations of salt. The two saline layers are characterised by their respective height H i and density ρ i , i = 1 corresponding to the layer in which the obstacle is immersed and i = 2 the other layer (top and bottom layers in Fig. 1 , respectively). Typical values are H 1 ≈ 15 cm, ρ 1 = 1000 kg.m −3 , H 2 ≈ H 1 or (slightly) larger and ρ 2 = 1059 kg.m −3 . As those quantities evolve somewhat in time, they are systematically measured before each experiment. The total height H = H 1 + H 2 is fixed. All the experiments described in the following correspond to an interface thickness of no more than a few centimetres. A typical density profile ρ(z), obtained with a conductivity probe, is shown in figure 2 . In order to extract the vertical position and the thickness of the interface, the raw data are fitted with the function where superscript f denotes a fitting parameter and with h i and e the vertical position and thickness of the interface respectively. Fitting parameters are then used to estimate the non-dimensional numbers of each experiments presented below. The density ρ i of each layer is obtained from direct measurements using an accurate densitometer. Superscripts f are omitted in the following. Two axisymmetric obstacles, referred as A and B in the following, of base diameter 100 cm and maximum heights h 0 m = 7.7 cm and h 0 m = 12.5 cm respectively, are towed in the tank at velocity U 0 (see Fig. 1 ). Their radial profile is such that h m (r) = h 0 m exp (−2r 2 /l 2 ) with l = 32 cm. The obstacles are towed upside down in the top layer (see Fig. 1 ) to avoid interfering wires and supports with the interface. Therefore, the z axis points downward and z = 0 is set at the upper free surface. The x axis is aligned with the towing direction of the obstacle. In the following, the results are shown in the frame moving with the obstacle, x = 0 being at the centre of the obstacle.
In this experimental configuration, three non-dimensional numbers are traditionally defined: the Froude number F r = U 0 /c; the non-dimensional obstacle height M = h 0 m /H 1 1 and the aspect ratio δ = H 1 /l, where c = (g H 1 H 2 /(H 1 + H 2 )) 1/2 is the phase velocity of the gravity wave evolving at the interface; g = 2g(ρ 2 −ρ 1 )/(ρ 2 + ρ 1 ) is the reduced gravity. A fourth parameter, Γ = (F r − 1)M −2/3 , emerges from a previous study in the case of a single layer flow [11] and is known as the transcritical similarity parameter. The range of parameters of the different experiments performed here is given in Table 1 for A and B. In the present study, the stereo system was chosen to be fixed in the laboratory frame so that large x ( 1.5 m) can be observed. The measured zone is a 1.5 m × 1.5 m horizontal field. In the vertical direction, the deformation of the interface is of the order of few centimeters. Two synchronised high-resolution, high-sensitivity 14-bit PCO-2000 cameras (2048 × 2048 pix 2 with a CCD cell size of 7.4 × 7.4 µm 2 ) were chosen, coupled to 35 mm Nikon Nikkor lenses (f = 35 mm). The cameras were attached on a rigid and strong steel and aluminium structure, the distance between the cameras and from the zone of interest being about T ∼ 3 m and D ∼ 4.3 m, respectively (see Fig. 3 ). The two cameras thus recorded the same field, at 2 Hz, with an angle between the two line of sights of around 40 • .
Stereo system
P i m a g e p l a n e 1 i m a g e p l a n e 2 The stereoscopic method can be summarized as follows. If one considers a point P in the laboratory frame of reference (i.e. the world coordinates) imaged by two cameras, here referred to as cameras 1 and 2 (fixed in the laboratory frame of reference and not aligned), the process to determine its position P |w = (x w , y w , z w ) in the world coordinate frame of reference is known as triangulation. Triangulation is the identification of the intersecting point between the two different lines of sight -rays-passing through the two image points of P , P 1 and P 2 and with O 1 and O 2 the centres of the optical systems associated with cameras 1 and 2, respectively (see Fig. 4 ). This procedure gives access to the third spatial dimension, lost by imaging a scene with only one camera, by using the information from both cameras. The stereo camera model as well as the calibration process used in the present study is similar to the one presented in Astruc et al. [1] . It will thus not be detailed here and the reader is referred to Astruc et al. [1] for details. However, the specific experimental set-up of the stereo system used in the experiment and the stereo matched technique needed some modification to extend the method to the case of a random seeded scene. In particular, a stereo-matching algorithm adapted to random pattern has been developed. As our scene exhibits different slopes, this implies that the images of a same pattern, acquired by left and right cameras, are often very different. This leads to failure of the matching process considering simple cross-correlation operation between images from left end right cameras. So, in order to improve reliability, our matching process is done in two steps. First, from the previous calibration, homography matrix is calculated to transpose the left and right images in a common plane [13] . The images are processed by epipolar rectification. Therefore, the mapping operation is reduced to a 1D search along the x-axis on each image. We then applied a growing correspondence seeds algorithm [5] . This previous mapping serves as a predictor and allows us to locally deform raw images in order to increase their similarity. The matching is then refined by cross-correlation with interrogation window size of 32 × 32 pix 2 . The cross-correlation, with image deformation, is applied twice using 'cubic spline' image interpolation scheme. Finally, the obtained 3D reconstruction is adjusted to take into account the change of refractive index through the upper free-surface crossed by the line of sights of both cameras. A validation of the method is performed using A cov- Fig. 5(a) . The accuracy of the method can then be estimated by comparing the averaged surface profile < h m > (r) with the theoretical profile h 0 m exp (−2r 2 /l 2 ), r being the radial coordinate centred at the summit of the obstacle and < . > denoting the azimuthal averaging. The result is shown in Fig. 5(b) in which dots correspond to the mean profile < h m > (r). The error of the measured profile is estimated as being twice the standard deviation along the azimuthal direction and is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The obtained experimental profile is fitted with a function of the type h e exp (−2r 2 /l 2 e ) with h e = 7.716 cm and l e = 31.65 cm (gray line in Fig. 5(b) ). The error given by the two fit parameters is therefore of the order of 500 µm while the error associated with the standard deviation gives a maximum error of 3 mm at the maximum slope of the obstacle. It has to be noted that the latter error slightly overestimates the error induced by the stereo method since it includes the accuracy of the manufactured shape, of the order of 1 mm. The obtained accuracy of the method is therefore well below the measured interface displacement which is of the order of few centimetres as shown in the following. 2 . The next step of the experimental data analysis is the reconstruction of the interface height field in the frame of reference of the moving obstacle (x, y). As the velocity U 0 of the towed obstacle is constant and waves are steady in the frame, the reconstruction only consists in shifting each measured field in the horizontal direction of propagation, i.e. x = X − U 0 t, without any phase alignment between the different η(X, Y, t) fields. To this end, the sampling rate (2 Hz) has been chosen in order to ensure a spatial overlap of successive images in the obstacle frame of reference. The reconstruction resulting from Figures 6(a,b,c,d) is shown in figure 6(e). A stationary wake (in the frame moving with the obstacle) is therefore obtained. There is some wave reflection from the side walls of the flume (y = 150 cm) but this does not influence quantitative information extracted from the data. The latter point is discussed in the final section. As the interface thickness e evolves between experiments, it is important to evaluate its influence on the gravity wave characteristics. To this end, two experiments correspondind to different values of e are compared, the other parameters being similar between the two experiments (see figure 7 ). For these two specific experiments, the parameters are F r = 0.98, M ≈ 0.95 (0.92 and 0.96 respectively) and e/H 1 = 0.2, 0.3 respectively. As observed in figures 7(a) and 7(b), the evolution of e/H 1 is not significant enough to induce a modification of the wave pattern.
Moreover the parameter δ, which characterizes the dispersion due to non-hydrostatic effects, lies in a narrow range of moderate dispersion. Its influence on the following analysis is therefore considered as negligible.
Wake analysis
Typical examples of gravity wave patterns obtained for different experimental parameters are shown in Fig. 8 . Wave patterns generated by A (resp. B) are shown in the left hand-side column (resp. right hand-side column). Each column corresponds to a given value of M : M = 0.6 for A and M = 0.9 for B. Moreover, for each obstacle, the amplitude range of η displayed is fixed in order to compare the relative wave deformation generated for different parameters. The influence of the F r on the wave pattern is clearly highlighted through a modification of the wave structures. In particular, waves patterns in Figs The energy that is injected in the wave field is quantified by the potential energy associated to the interface displacement. In the following, one defines the nondimensional potential energy as
where ρ m = (ρ 1 + ρ 2 )/2 is the mean density and D(x m ) is the horizontal area defined as x < x m . A variable domain from case to case, x m being the streamwise position leading to a maximum of E p , is preferred to a fixed domain since the significant spatial region of variation of the potential energy can depend on the regime considered, from subcritical to supercritical. 3 The potential energy E p as a function of F r for the two obstacles is shown in Figs. 9 (a) and 9(b) for A and B respectively. Inlets in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) show for information E p as a function of Γ . Fig. 9 highlights the increase of energy transferred to gravity waves around the critical regime F r = 1 or equivalently Γ = 0, as it is found in the case of a single layer flow from the consideration of the wave drag [11] . Moreover, there exists a range of Γ for which the value of the potential energy is significantly increased which can be associated with the transcritical regime. This specific regime delimited by the subcritical regime and supercritical regime has been mostly studied in the case of single layer flows [11] . In the set of experiments considered here, it it is difficult to quantitatively delineate the different regimes. Nevertheless, top row of 
Discussion
Based on previous theoretical results in which the influence of Γ on the wake dynamics were highlighted [11] , the experimental results can be characterized by the parameter Γ instead of F r. For instance, wave patterns in for Γ = −0.53 is observed, and probably attributed to the difference in F r between these two experiments, the non-dimensional number Γ shows to be pertinent to characterize the spatial structure of the wave patterns in the configuration studied here. Following this feature, a normalized potential energy is derived following the theoretical analysis of Esler et al. [11] in order to rescale the two set of experiments. In particular, E p /M 5/3 is shown as a function of Γ in figure 10 . In the case of single layer flows, this normalization emerges from a similarity theory developed for transcritical flow. The nondimensional drag is therefore shown to take the form D(Γ )M 5/3 . However, it was found that if M becomes too large (typically around 0.5) the flow characteristics slightly diverge from the theory. In order to take into account this large M effect that might be of importance in the present configuration (M > 0.5 in all the experiments), the data in figure 10 has been distinguished such as 0.5 < M < 0.55 (black dot), 0.55 < M < 0.6 (dark gray dots) and 0.6 < M < 0.95 (light gray dots). Even if a clear tendency does not emerge from the different M intervals, Fig. 10 highlights the pertinence of the normalization used for single layer flows and extended here to a two-layer flows. In particular, the different gray symbols seem to define peaked curves whose maxima occur at the same value of Γ ∼ −0.15. The experimental study presented in this paper shows the gravity wave patterns generated in the wake of an axisymmetric obstacle. Due to the geometry of the system considered here, waves are reflected on the side wall of the flume and invade the field of measurement at some distance of the obstacle (as observed in Fig.  8 ). This behaviour is more significant in the transcritical regime characterised by waves propagating nearly perpendicular to the streamwise direction. A first attempt to eliminate reflected waves is presented here using a Hilbert transform filter as explained in Mercier et al. [19] . Results are shown in Fig. 11 for the case Γ = −0.08 and M = 0.9, i.e. in the transcritical regime (raw pattern (a) and filtered pattern (b)). Even if disturbances appear on the axis of symmetry, the obtained filtered pattern is qualitatively convincing. Nevertheless, the potential energy calculated here and presented in the previous section was preferred to be calculated with the non-filtered results, the reason being that gravity waves are strongly non-linear in the present case while the filtering method is based on a linear approach. However, the spatial domain containing the maximum energy is found to be not influenced by the reflective waves, i.e. x m is always below 200 cm.
Conclusion
Bi-dimensional gravity wave patterns forced by an obstacle in a two-layer fluid have been experimentally studied. In particular, attention has been paid on the influence of the Froude number F r and the non-dimensional height M , or equivalently the transcritical similarity parameter Γ . General features associated to subcritical and supercritical fluid flows have been highlighted. It is moreover shown that close to the critical point, a transcritical regime is characterized by a rapid evolution of the potential energy stored in the gravity waves. Moreover, in accordance to the case of a single layer, the normalization E p /M 5/3 is shown to be pertinent to merge the different experimental results as a function of the parameter Γ .
